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INUODUCTION

1. At the request of the Government of the Netherlands
Antilles for assistance in the field of workers' education the
UM? and the II0 agreed to implement a three months' mission
in 1972 for an expert to advise and assist the Government and
the trade unions of the Netherlands Antilles to develop a
workers' education programme for all the islands.

2. To carry out this mission, the Director-General of the
ILO, with the agreement of the Government of the Jetherlands
Antilles, designated Jr. rohanan Saadia, a workers' education
expert who has had long experience in trade union training and
workers' education in his own country, as well as in several
countries in Africa and 4sia.

3. The main purposes of the mission were to:

(a) advise on the means of providing educational services to
workers on Curagao and -Wait other islands;

(b) assist in formulating policies for the effective functioning
of workers' institutions;

(c) train workers' education instructors and advise on syllabi
and other related natters.

4. The expert carried out his mission -to the Netherlands
Antilles from 20 August to 20 November 1972, working in
collaboration with the Minivtry of Labour and all trade union
federations on the islandseL

5. At the end of the three months, the i4etherlands
Antilles Government requested further assistance from the UAW
and the ILO in generally the same field on a longer basis of at
least one year. Agreement on this extension has now been
reached and the necessary funds will be made available from the
UNJP for this furt:ier assistance to the Netherlands Antilles.

6. Throug:lout the mission the expert received a most
courteous welcome. The oo-operation of a large number of
individuals, estab lishments and ortsanisations is Gratefully
acknodledged. The Director-General of the ILO :d.shas to express
special taaaks to all those who assisted or iere associated
closely with the expert in various aspects of his ;:ork during
his stay in the lIetherlands Antilles.

1 For full list see Appendix I.



PART I

TZCHNICAL BACKGROUND

General

7. The Netherlands Antilles are geographically widely
scattered and as dependent territories taey are administered by
Central and Island Governments. From this geographical n?-4
administrative scatteredness stemmed a certain number of
difficulties which had to be overcome by the expert - notab,,
with respect to communications and travel. In making his
arrangements he was, however greatly assisted by his counterpart
Ir. D.P. Martina and the acting counterpart, Drs. A. Moen
the presidents and secretary-generals of the unions or educa-
tional institutions he visited. He was also helped by
Er. Hubert Elkin, the ILO expert on labour legislation then
already stationed in Curagao6

8. It soon turned out that due to the shortness of time
available the expert was unable to satisfy the educational needs
of the various interested unions. To remedy this, the expert
proposed to group these various interests so that differently
affiliated unions would come together under one roof and attend
the same course.; and that in more than one case courses would
be held in more than one language simultaneously to ensure
maximum attendance.

9. After some hesitation, the unions agreed to this
suggestion. During the course, the students' attitldes
towards one another were friendly. The expert commended the
students for Luis spirit of co-operation in which they attended
the course, and valued this positive attitude as an encouraging
factor to promote joint educational activities for the future.

10. From the expert's experience it became evident that
there seems to be a need for increased instructor training in
the various fields of workers' education before efficient
training activities could be launched on the basis of the syllabi
he proposes for future action (for the syllabi please see
appendix).

11. In his sex progress reports submitted to the Department
of Social and Economic Affairs, wort Amsterdam, dillemsted the
expert repeatedly drew attention to the absence of audio-visual
teaching facilities and the lack of basic knoaledge about more
modern training techniques. During his course activities
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(see appended roster) he concluded that participative training
methods such as the discussion technique would yield the best
results in the prevailing circumstances. He further concluded
that due to an inadequate understanding among students of basic
notions in economics and political science, and of the country's
legislative situation in the labour field, the lecture technique
proved to be the least effective. Pound more effective by the
students was the "forum technique" which enabled students to
listen and at the sa.,e time occasionally give their opinions.

12. 2or future activitios the expert recommends that
attention be paid to a greater homogeneity of students attending
one single coarse, e.g. greater care be given to proper selection
ensuriri a pore homogenous educational level.

13, A further conclusion from his course and training
activities was that more elaborate .oreparations with respect to
written material would benefit participants who prefer to take
home in a precise form some of the courses' highlights.

14. On more than one occasion,time allotted to certain
types of studies seemed to have been too short. The time
factor, therefore, would. be another important eleuient in planning
future ed.:.,ational action for Antillean workers, and further
study of this point seems indicated before launching activities
on a larger scale.

15. The expert, with the valuable help of his counterparts,
was able to Ilroduce some pilot study materials for use in his
courses. These papers dealt with the following subjects:
workers' education for development; aims, functions and methods
of aorkers' education; basic economics; economics of development;
labour sociology; trade union studies; collective bargaining;
job qualification and wage deterianation; basic notions of
labour legislation; co-operative education; the ILO; and the
trans iation of an IL flannelboard set on "The Role of a Shop
6tedard". 2he experience with these papers clearly indicate the
need for more sophisticated materials in fapiamento, and also in
.Butch and Zn6lish on a greater variety of subjects.

16. Based on his various consultations with the organisa-
tions and institutions concerned as Jell as on his practical
experience while teaching at his courses and seminars, the expert
`submitted a number of final recommendations. They are guided by
the following considerations:

(a) a united approach to training programmes for workers,
taken by different unions, dould result in a greater
variety of courses offered and, conseuently, would be
more beneficial to a greater number of students of
different union affiliation;



(b) such an approach would lead to greater understanding
among the unions of different affiliation and thus
contribute to more coherent union action in the country;

(c) a united approach to educational matters would also
facilitate greater sympathy and support from the public
authorities and pave the lay to additional facilities,
such as for example paid educational leave for the
sCendance of courses;

(d) Such an approach might also open the vay for closer
collaboration with mass media - press, radio and
television - leading to supplementary use of these
media in support of workers education activities in
the country;

(e) it might also lead to closer collaboration Jith the
traditional educational system, e.g seconlary school,
etc. to mien the scope of workers' education activities
and thus help the country's economic and social develop-
ment by enlightening its labour force and 'enabling 'it
more responsibly to participate in the pursuit of
national policies.

(f) finally, this approach. Jould help the trade unions-to
organise themselve3 -.ore efficiently to face thair
day-to-day administrative .i4n1 organisational problems,
and to deal more effectively Jith their mandate - to
help their membership in the attainment of their social
and economic eoals



ART II

RZOOMMENDATLAS

A. The Creation of an Antillean
o a on or a our o-

;opera irir=0517E77772=

(1) The establishaent of the (A)3LCS on Curacao and, in
future, an additional island branch on Aruba.

(2) The (A)11110E's legal and functional status to be an
independent foundation.'

(3) The (AMU: will serve the confederations and independent
unions at their requests.

(4) Training of participants will be given jointly on the
islands. (A)F1104 will sup ort, guide and furnish workers'
education activities follow specific requests of
partici4ating unions.

B. The Structure of tIALLIAPICE

(1) It is advisable to give (1021ZZ the following structure:

who should bean Antillean advised
and assisted byte ILO expert here appropriate;

smackilzmkom composed of tile/ye members, as follows:

3 members from the confederations and independent
union on Aruba;

3 members from the confederations and independent
union on Curacao;

2 members from the unions on 3onaire;

2 members from the unions on the Andward Islands;

2 members from the Jepartaent of Laboqr;

(a) with the exception of the Chairman-Director, no
member of the Advisory ioard Jill receive remunera-
tion for his services,



(2) Island foundations should, in future, bo established
Waerever possible, assisted b: (A)FLOZ. but autonomous
in their functions.

The (A)FLAIL will train tutors and administrators for
these foundations.

C, The 2uaotional Sections of the A 114.2

(1) The Chairman-Director of the (A)21:332, will be responsible
for the tutoring and application of all policies,
recomuerked by the Advisory Board and assisted by the
ILO expert.

(2) The Chairman- Director will be assisted by guest lecturers.
Only in very rare cases should travel expenses be covered
completely by the (A)2IO2.

(3) The Chairman-Director will be assisted in tutoring by
permanent paid tutors, who also have additional assign-
wents, as explained further on.

(4) In view of the complete absence of labour study material
in rapiamento it is suG6sted to create a translation
and ublishin section; the ILO expert anrIMEZTTiliors

m -e taeir notes available for publication.

(5) Diction for reseax.ch and prom Ation of workers' economic
cur lmral iatint ons will be es a lisped within the
fratae of the (A)FJ:OL for conducting research in labour
matters and for the study and 2romotion of Antillean
Culture among worLers, co-orlinated with the requests of
all confederations and independent unions.

(6) An audio-visual ails section will be included in tin;
administration oriE7771771JvZ which will study the
specific requirements of workers' education aids, purchase
teem and make them available to all Antillean confederations
and independent unions.

(7) The study of a nroject for the establishment of a
"Corres2ondence Institute" will be submitted to the
hdvisory Joard for its approval.

D. The Premises of the WiLCE

There are a few suu;estions regarding possible premises for
the (A)FLICE:



(1) the use of community centres, such as the one which
served for the seminars 6:,ven on the island of Curacao;

(2) to ask for permission to use, especially in the evenings,
school classrooms and offices, at a time when schools are
not pursuing their normal activities, i.e. in the evenings-
or during holidays;

(3) to rant a modest place adequate enough for a start; or

(4) the tower of the AVVC- -remises.

The executive board of the AVVC suggested to lease to
the future (A)2.0.6 the whole tower of its building,
consisting of four floors, fully furnished with offices
and classrooms. At the equest of the ILL) expert (and
based on the promise made by the AVVC JiTasident in a
previous discussion) the AVVC letters on top of the tower
:ill be rimovad. A separate entrance to the tower, for
the sole use of the (A)21JCZ is also sought. The AV IC is
also ready to put at the disposal of the (A)FLICZ a
substantial part of the already available audio-visual
aids and equipment. Yet, against a lease one major
obstacle eAsts for the moment as different organisations
other than AiVO claim joint ownership in the building,
stressing that it . :as initially granted to the entire
Antillean labour movements. be opponents to the leasing
arrangeJents .,are of the opinion that the building should
.be ;LIt at the disposal of the future (A)YLOZ free of charge.
This issue is being dealt with directly by the minister of
Labour who favours the use of the building by the (4.)FIC1.

Es, Fnancing_the Activities of

(1) The financial responsibilities for the foundation's
worl:ers' education activities will be in the hands of
the Government )14 the Netherlands Antilles, the
confederations and the independent unions concerned.

(2) the Government might wish to seek and accept assistance
from international organisations and similar sources at
the suggestion of the advisory Board. Financial
assistance by private enterprise(s) and/or of the
business community should not be accepted.

(3) The confederations and the independent unions, regarding
the (4)2LJ2 as their oven foundation or as a foundation
fully run on behalf of the workers, should be stimulated
to take part in the financial burden of the functioning
of the (A)FLCZ.



(4) There will be a necessity for two budgets: one for the
establishing requirements and another for the current
rer,ular annual expenses.

(5) The -Advisory Board will discuss the budgets, decide
their composition and the various financial resources to be
attained.

(6) The paid perJanent staff of the (.03144; will have the
legal status of civil servants:

(a) as far as tzieir working conditions are concerned;

(b) while fulfilling the assignment with (i0314.32, their
2revious employment will be guaranteed, this being

. considered as if on leave without pay;

(c) the Unister of Labour will put at the disposal of
(..i.)2LJA, the personnel needed and cover all-expenses
required.

Employer agents should not be accepted to any
function in the CLIF1O2

(7) The ?aid staff will be composed of the following persons:

(a) director and administrator who will also act as
the ;gain tutor;

(b) a tutor, also in charge of translation into
,-a.iamento;

(c) a tutor, also in charge of resarch ;:,rotation of
culture and the corres2ondence institute;

-
(d) a secretary, also a chief clerk and responsiole for

typing in laUaruunto, Dutch and Alglish;

(o) an as.,istant, also in charge of the audio-visual
matarial.

F. 21.811 of Studies a.s amenclad (Appendix II).

G. aid Zducational Leave

A law roviding for paid annual educational leave of at
least five consecutive working days for each worker attending
classes is a vital condition for the success of the implementa-
tion of the aforementioned recommendations. The Gavernwent
will be requested by the Advisory Board of the (a)FLJ.& to

initiate such a law.
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H. Radio and Television Promrammes

The Government will be approached by the Advisory Board
with a recommendation to enable the foundation to broadcast
workers' education programmes on radio and television.

I. Jor ers Education at Second
0A00 8

It is recommended to study the possibilities of teaching
workers' education subjects at vocational, high and secondary
schools to pupils who will soon join the labour force.

J. WaSkratidlifiallgajal
kractle *r nth

Some of the labour leaders have requested the Government
to widen the scope of any future expert assign lent (in addition
to workers'' education planning and training) so as also to
include advice on union administration and dractical training in
union affairs, organisation, methods of collectife bargaining,
etc. This assistance should be Given separately to each one
of the labour organisations at their specific request and with
full respect for international stamtar.is of freedom of
association.

I. it000sals for Future Action

1. The 4intillean Contribution:

(I) The Antillean Government would put at the disposal of
(Al2.1.4.;, and such institutes to be established in future
on other islands, the following:

(a) adequate premises;

CO) full coverage - of salaries and working conditions 6f
tho laitillean.staff as chosen and nominated by the
Advisory Board of (A)24,044

(c) legal status of the (A)2LOJ personnel as "civil
servants" and guarantee their y;er4,allency and
stability at aork;

(d) financial assistance for the running of the (A)FICE;

(3) any additional assistance within the scope of these
recommendations and other support for the fulfill-
ment of its functions as may be suggested by the
Advisory Board of the (A)FLOE.
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(2) The Labour Or anisations, .within their possibilities,
WirTa our orgEnEETZEi would share the financial and
other burdens of (A)Fiae3 (and individual labour institutes
to be established on otLer islands in the future),

2. The Contribution of the ILO

(1) It is nau agreed that the UADP would consider favourably
the rkluest of the Netherlands Antilles Government for
further assistance by an ILu workers' education expert
for a period of at 13ast one year,

(2) On the other hand, the ILO is pre.pared to consider
recluests for ii4le.4entation from its own resources:

(a) to provide one or tzo fellowships for the training
abroad of Antillean counterparts;

(b) to supply (A)2L03 with appropriate 1W study material,
for the use of the foundation and its participants,
and certain types of educational equipment, tools and
material, needed for the running of (A)FL' CE;

(c) to advise on and conduct training in the production
and use of and supply of audiovisual aids;

(d) to help establish the library and provision of
books needed;

(o) to participate t:irough lscturJrs and similar assistance
by such ILA' experts in aor1.zers1 education vao may be
available in the Caribbean region in the future
subject to taeir prior commitments of time and resources.
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LIST OF MEETINGS OF THE EXPERT

Among others the expert met with:

A. Government Officials in Curacao and.
Aruba (9, 10, 11)

1. Drs. Aa. Loiilliam, the Ninis.4r of Labour and 'Social
Affairs.

.Ake eSUJIX I

2. Drs. Th. Thijssen, Director ot the Department of Social'
and Economic Affairs.

3. Ir. R. Statius van Eps, Director of the Department 'Of

Economic Development, Liaison Officer of the JUDI with
the Government of the Wetherlands Antilles.

4. Ir. D.F. nartina, acting heal of the Labour Section of
the De.oartment of Social and Economic Affairs; the
Goverment counter,Art.

5.

6.

7.

Drs., A.I. :.ioen,
counterpart.

1. .iosario,
relations.

staff member of Depart14!ent and acting

goverment employee in charge of public

1.1r. R. Trappenbers, government employee in char ;e of U1 A?
affairs, assistant of r. Tjoa, Liaison Officer Department
of 2conomic Development.

8. Drs. U. Horsford, staff 11:amber of Department of Social and.
Economic Affairs and alternate mediator of Central
Government.

9. kr. N.E. Henriquez, head of the Departent of Sobial and'
Economic Affairs - Aruba.

10. Mr. T. Tromp, Labour inspector Department - Aruba.

11. Lr. E. Laduro, Departaent Aruba, in charge of settling
grievances.
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B. Trade Union Loaders in Curaos!
31777Bilba

In Juracao: leaders from the AVVC and the OCV as well
as AI-IV tind.).

1. Lr. Hubert L. Spencer, resident of the 4.740 and of
the kdFC (oil)

2. Lr. C. van den Bos, Vice-President of the AV/0
Confederation.

3. Lr. R. Sammy, President of the Government :employees
Union,

4. Mr. E. Ong -A-Swia, President of the Curacao federation
of Aorkers, OFJ.

5. kr. Leo 31eanora, President of the Airline Jorkers'
Union, EABLP.

6. Li.. Donald Libbelaar, President of the Hospital aorkers'
Union, OW.

7. Lr. Siegfried Hart, President of the Electrical Jorkers'
Union, U4G3.

S. kr. 7eary Josepha, President of the Letal dorkerst Union,

9. Er. !enry van Lichen, Secretary of the 01?....

10. L.r. _,.ubert Rojar, President of the CJV Confederation.

11. L.r. .uric :14oazel President of the ShoTtorkers' Union,

12. Oscar Semerell kresident of the dotelworl:ersa Union;
711021;C:4E.

13. 1.1r. 3. Rosario, representative of the CCV in the Social
.economic 3ouncil.

14. Yr. L. Cova, school-teacher in charse of workers. education
of JO V,

15. kr. Antonio An;e1a, Vice-rrosident of the Longshoremen
Union, ABU.

16. Stanley Davalaar, Secretary of the same union.

In Aruba: the President of F.L3Ia Confederation,
Ur. 07-RIBMasun.
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k2OPOSZD SYLLABI
"Li3OUR 21=lar Aulammun

APPENDIX _II

Contents:

1. Labour Jducation.

2. Lconomics of dievelopment.

3. Some basic notions in the study of economics.

4. The concept of "labour".

5. Trade union studies (historical trends in the labour
movement).

6. Characteristics of trade unions in developing countries.

7. Job qualification and wage determination.

8. viorkers' .vartici;otf.en in management.

9. Soma basic notions in labour legislation and a comparative
study of labour.legislation in developing countries.

10. Jo-oa?erative education.

11. Co-operative studies, planning and management.

12. irtbour co-operation = common action, vital necessity for
davoloping countries.

13. The role of the labour movement in the process of development.

14. The International Labour uraanisation (ILO).

acts:Sale ified Sub

1. Labour Zducation

- comparative study between instruction and education;

- aims and Objectives of aorkers1 education in developing
countries;



thirqualities required to be a positive labour educator;

- "passive" and "active" methods in workers' education;

- labour education in some developing countries;

- planning workers' education;

- audio-visual aids in :workers' education.

2. -Lconomics of Develo meat

- How do we define an underdeveloped country?
Characteristics: unbalanced diet, :r..W.Lnass of aviculture'
(land pro?erty, ate.) national income per capita (the gap

iin incomes), limited industrialisation, consuwybion of
energy, economic subordination (including tha problem of
commercial capitalism vs. industrial cap71.talism), size of
the commercial sector in the economy, problems- and back-
aardness of social structures (includinL!, lack of tolerance
or hilaen hatred towards certain minority groups),
wJakneas of tae middle classes, aeakuess of national
intagrc,tion (wrong conceItion of "labour", coral hatred
of certain jobs), high rat,:,:s of. unemployment and under-
employment, leval of education (including level of
general vocational and adult education), problems of
populatlon explosions, problaws of sanitary conditions, etc.;

- lack of national conciousnesa for development (narrowness
of labour aducation which is largely concerned with
bargaining activities, selfishilesst.lack of a. spirit of

.
un,paid efforts, etc.).

All the aforeqentioned characteristics will be based
on statistics of any of the developing countries;

. m,.anine of development (grotrn and chanee);

- international ail and assass_zent in the 1:r000ss of

development, etc.

3. Some Basic Notions in the

Factors of production, economic goods (consumption,
production, services), :ages, .xices, larlets, budgats
(family and national), money, labour (aspects: demographic,

economic, juridical), capital (as viewed by the corkers,
the employers, the State), aspects of capital (physical,
financial, etc.), saving, jroblams of unemployment and
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undereanloyment, how to produce (the combination of
factors of production in an economic enterprise), economic
and sociological evolution of enterprises.

The Concelabour"

- a historical and socio-psycholosical analysis of the
concept of labour through the ages;

- how may we conceive "labour,

economic function: to exist

psychological function: to create

social function: to collaborate;

- "labour" in ancient times (hardship and shame) more
human, imposed labour, joy and pain, ("laborint "Travail") ,

despising certain occupations examples of -lacient
civilisations (Ureece, Rome, Iran, India, China, Japan);

- present analysis of the concept of labour in certain
countrieu and its immediate reason for underd4:velopment
and econamic (and political) subordination;

- proper attitudes towards labour in the holy scriptures;

- the apology of labour;

demagog of politicians and their attitudes towards
social justice, the true concept of labour (cases of
certain Zuropean countries);

- labour philosophies and their views on the real positive
concept of labour.

5. Trade Union Studies

- what ia a trade union (a "test-yourself");

- definition, origin, functions, structures, finances,
democratic control, workers' apathy, recognition, unfair
practices, etc.;

- history of the labour movement,

- collective bargaining: definitions and origins;
recognition of collective bargaining; essential
conditions required; how collective bargaining worts;
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negotiation tactics and preedures; subject natters of
collective bargaining and agreements; implementation
of agreettents; position of non-union worker; voluntary
and toverawent procedures for settlement of disputes;
unfair labour practices; breakdown of collective
bargaining; the state and collective bargaining;

some basic ILO Conventions and Recommendations, the

Declaration of Philadelphia, 1944;

the employers' associations.

6. Characteristics of Trade Unions .

IFIrEVUTO70713767377--------

Comparative study between the structures and origins of
trade unions in developed and underdeveloped countries;

functions of trade unions in developed and under-
developed countries;

"the proletariat" in developing countries;

analysis of some trade unions in developing countries;

the employers in the daveloAnG countries;

the problems of trade unions in developing countries;

the necessity for a radical structural change of trade
unions in developing countries (spacial adaptation to
local conditions of underdevelopment by adopting non-
bargaining issues and oo-operative activities).

7. clohkgalification and. Wa e
MaTiiiina ion

The basic philosophy;

the factors of job qualification:

(a) education, (b) experience, (c) initiative and
ingenuity, (d) physical dewand, (e) mental or vis..al

demand, (f) responsibility! (g) equipillent or process,
(h) uaterial or product, (1) safety of otUers,
(j) work of others (job.conditions), (k) working
conditions, (1) unavoidable hazards;

- calculation of tha factors.
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8. dorkers Participation in
_Bnagemen

- Advisory or decision-making status;

- participation in management - and in profits;

- study of cases in some countries.

9. Some Basic Notions in Labour
rgrsaionanavare Stud
in liaeour
bun rtes

di. Basic notions in labour legislation;

- the dimensions of "legislation" (protectivo. labour
legislation and labour relations law);

- the sources of labour legislation;

- the eleLlents of law;

- the juridical status cf the "employee" of the "enterprise";

- functions of labour lays;

- national labour legislation;

- the role of the labour movement and labour legislation.

B. comparative study and analysis of labour legislations
in twenty developing countries (including labour codes and

case studies).

C. Legal definition of terms; employers-employees relation-

ship; wages and conditions of dork; women's work and child

labour; protection of economically weak workars; settlement

of labour disputes; recruitment of employees; hygiene and

safety at work; national insurance and social security;

state employees, etc.

determining factors in labour relations.

10. go-oera
- Basic principles and the philosophy or co- operative

education and its vital necessity for developing
countries;

- anstars to the following questions in co-operative
' education:

why, for whom, how, the means.
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11. Co -waerative Studies
. . .

(a) The history of the co-operation; the definition of a

co- operative society; the principles of co-operation;
economic and social benefits;

(b) co-operation and regional planning in developing countries;

(c) classification of co- operatives;

(d) co-operative planning and management.

(o) study cases.

12. Labour Co-oDeration

comparative analysis, study and common action.

13. The Role of the Labour
Lovament in the ;?rdoess,,

1-hilosophy, realities and the study of cases in Latin
America, Asia aad Africa.

14. The International Labour
Organisation tIL04

the laistorical evolution of the international society;

structure of the United Nations Organisation;

the history which preceded the ILO;

present structure and functions of the ILO;

the do;artments and branches of the ILO;

the adoption of an international labour code;

Conventions and Recommendations;

the ratifications of the nstaiad.zrda" by member countries;

the implementation of Conventions and its control;

spotlight on salt.cted ILO Conventions and Recommendations;

technical co-operation;

collection and dissomination of inforwation;

the rola of the ILO and the developing countries, etc.

MNIMIMP41111 00

ilsmark: most of the subjects will be accokpaniel by audio-visual

twang (charts, films, etc.) supplied by the ILO.
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Anal= III

P.032.12 EL.-sERPS COULUZ ACTIVITIES

curagat.

2 seminars (mornings and evenings, simultaneously) 10 days

1 special course for labour insp;mtors 5 days

Aruba

Inter-union seminar with thirty participants
from eleven different miens 10 days

Bonaire

1 seminar 2 days

5t. Lartin Jindward Islands

Bilingual seminar in Lnglish and French 3 days


